TOUR INTRODUCTIONS
KAYAKING EXPERIENCE (Duration: 5hrs 30mins +-)
(Immediate effect until 31 December 2019)
(Includes: Transport, packed lunch, and 1 bottle drinking water)
Depart time: 0900hrs

Arrive hotel: 1430hrs

After about 40 minutes’ drive from town you are transported to the mist covered hill sides of Borneo
Highlands with undulating terrain dotted by small scale pepper farms. You will alight at Bengoh, a
delightful Bidayuh village and staging point for journeys by foot or rivers deep into the interiors. Here you
will be given brief paddling instructions and safety briefing before proceeding down some steps to a small
tributary where your parked kayaks awaits. A group photo will be taken before we embark on our
kayaking adventure. This shaded stream with overhanging trees, steep banks and a bridge overhead has just
enough room for your kayaks to get through and meanders a short distance before opening into the vista of
Sg. Sarawak Kiri. The wider river allows easier passage and open up vistas with views of the secondary
forests and the farmlands of the local villagers. You will see bananas and cocoa trees growing on these
pockets of farm land. The gentle flowing river aids the journey and soon everyone will be paddling with
confidence and enjoying the scenery as well as the fresh air. Sounds of birds and insects accompanied the
kayakers along the entire journey. Sights of unique limestone rock outcrop formations on the right side of
the river make a wonderful photo-opportunity for all. A short paddle away after this we will reach Kg
Danu where we will alight on a pebbled island under a pedestrian only suspension bridge. Climb up some
steps; take a short stroll across the suspension bridge and take in the panoramic views. (Packed lunch will
be provided).
Item to brings : Light clothing, towel, swim wear, waterproof camera, insect repellent, sun block, flat
shoe( prepare to get wet).

Tour Code
CCH/OT15
**Taxes are applicable, if any.
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Min. 3 to go
RM 198 per adult

